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In the dissertation, we study 3-dimensional divisorial contractions to cDV points,
in particular, with discrepancy greater than 1 which are of exceptional type. By
using Kawakita's method in \Three-fold divisorial contractions to singularities of
higher indices", and by detailed calculation, we classify all 3-dimensional divisorial
contractions to cDV points with discrepancy greater than 1 which are of exceptional
type. Therefore we nish the classication of 3-dimensional divisorial contractions
to cDV points. Classication of all divisorial contractions tells us that they are
obtained as weighted blow-ups of the cDV points embedded into hypersurfaces in C4
or complete intersections in C5.
Kawakita classied all divisorial contractions to a point into two types, one is or-
dinary type, and the other is exceptional type. He also compute data of such con-
tractions of exceptional type. His method is to study the structure of the graded
ring which depends on the contraction and its exceptional divisor by using sigular
Riemann-Roch formula. However it is not enough to verify that such contractions
are obtained as certain weighted blow-ups by the method. So we compute weighted
blow-ups and cDV points in detail, and in several cases whose data are computed by
Kawakita, there is no divisorial contraction.
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